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IN WILDFIRE CRISIS SITUATIONS
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Track the progress of
the fire perimeter for
effective fire suppression
operations and protection
of the at-risk population.

Monitor weather
conditions to anticipate
the level of foreseeable
fire danger.

Identify populated areas
exposed to fire risk
in the Wildland-Urban
Interface.
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Define the current synoptic situations, fire type and fire behaviour,
complexity, and find historical events matching the same characteristics,
from local storage as well as shared by other organizations.
Learn and evolve from strategic experience recorded in these historic
scenarios.

S I M U LAT I O N

Perform timely predictions enabling the progress of fire to be
anticipated, thus enabling early warning, supporting effective
deployment of resources and assisting tactical planning.
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Adjust forest fire simulations to actual field observations and integrate
firebreaks drawn by the users in the forest fire progression.

D R O N E S AN D SAT E L L I T E
I MAG E RY
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Use drone technology to detect hotspots and send remote imagery of
active fires to the command and control rooms.
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Satellite images provide daily information complementary to drones and
field information, in crisis time, such as the extent of burnt areas, hot
spots, active fires, and impact assessment.

I M PAC T AS S E S S M E N T

Identify vulnerable elements such as residential buildings, critical
infrastructure, response facilities, shelters as well as population in the
path of an advancing fire.
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Identify affected and safe roads to determine the most efficient routes
for emergency operations and for the evacuation of the population.
Identify opportunities and potential spread of fire based on fire
behaviour evolution and weather scenarios.
Allow to explore possible future (what-if) scenarios.

DECISION SUPPORT

Generate and share an impact summary with the total number of people
at risk and lists of affected vulnerable elements and roads.
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Generate and share situation reports at different operational periods to
re-evaluate operational and strategic decisions.
Generate response plans that establish common objectives among all
the emergency organizations involved.
Generate, store and share lessons learnt that become historical
scenario data.
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